Computer Recycling Canada - Calling out to All Companies Disposing of Their Unwanted Obsolete Devices - 200+ Charities Urgently Looking for 1000 Laptops and Computers

_The Electronic Recycling Association is asking for the public’s help to fulfill countless amounts of donations from their waitlist._

TORONTO (PRWEB) February 23, 2019 -- The electronic recycling association (ERA) is seeking the help of the public. Due to the economic downturn, they are finding it extremely difficult to obtain enough donations from individuals to fulfill every charitable organizations wish.

Currently, the ERA has a growing list of over 200 pending organizations that are looking for devices. These devices range from laptops, servers, switches, projectors and other sorts of IT equipment. These items are needed to improve the lives of others, act as an anchor so that organizations can progress and make a real difference within the community.

This is ERA’s highest number of organizations ever to wait on a total of 1120 laptops and 586 computers. They are urging for your help and for you to be involved in changing an individual’s life for the better. “Over the years we have seen a notable increase in the need for technology through the staggering numbers portrayed on our waiting list each year.” Said Bojan Paduh, Founder and President of the Electronic Recycling Association. “If we all give a little, these donations would be filled in no time. I am looking for your help in making these organizations dreams a reality.”

ERA will pick up your obsolete devices for free in order to fulfill all of these donation requests. They supply data security services for individuals and companies across Canada ensuring that your data is taken care of and securely erased.

If you can help, please call ERA at 1.877.9EWASTE or email info@era.ca for more information.
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About the Electronic Recycling Association

The Electronic Recycling Association (ERA) is a non-profit organization founded in 2004 to address the growing problem of e-waste and the increasing 'digital divide'. For over ten years, ERA has offered simple solutions to help individuals and organizations prevent operational equipment from premature destruction. With a focus on recovery, refurbishment and reuse, ERA continuously supplies charitable groups with donated IT equipment while securely managing the retiring IT assets of organizations and individuals across Canada.

By partnering with certified e-waste recyclers, ERA ensures unwanted hardware never ends up in landfills, even when it offers no further use. Learn more at [www.era.ca](http://www.era.ca).
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.